1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Carotid artery disease (CAD) and stroke have been predicted as the foremost cause of death in the United States and worldwide.[@bib0005] Progression of atherosclerosis disease[@bib0010] blocks the arteries[@bib0015] limiting the oxygenated blood flow to the brain (see [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}). Rupture of the arterial cap can eventually block the carotid arteries, leading to stroke.[@bib0020], [@bib0025], [@bib0030] Ultrasound (US) examination is mostly recommended by the American Society of Echocardiography for patients with cardiovascular risk. US-based measurements are preferred over other imaging modalities (CT, MRI, and OCT), as it is safe, less expensive, less time consuming and provides real-time data.[@bib0035], [@bib0040]Fig. 1(a) -- Illustration of plaque formation in the carotid artery (Courtesy of AtheroPointÔ, Roseville, CA, USA.Fig. 1

The distance between near and far-wall borders in the carotid artery is called lumen diameter (LD).[@bib0045] Recent studies had correlated LD with the stroke events.[@bib0050], [@bib0055] There are several reasons for automated LD measurements and its clinical significance. First, it helps in direct estimation of blockage of the artery along the common carotid (CCA) or internal carotid artery (ICA). Second, the LD estimation helps in evaluating the number of bumps along the CCA/ICA, which is indicative of the aggressiveness of the atherosclerosis disease. Third, the minimum LD estimation along the artery shows the growth of the arterial disease at that particular location, which can then be used for monitoring the plaque buildup for that spots. Fourth, due to multifocal[@bib0060] nature of calcium in the carotid arteries in both near and far walls (double sided), a decrease in LD can predict the stenosis severity. Fifth, an accurate end-diastolic LD is an essential parameter in measuring arterial elasticity.[@bib0065]

Even though carotid intima media thickness (cIMT) is more popular as compared to LD, recent findings show that LD measurement in CCA/ICA can provide equally informative risk assessment.[@bib0070] Thus, LD measurement can be used as a secondary validated measure which is essential during the planning of different surgical procedures such as stenting or endarterectomies[@bib0075], [@bib0080] and can be considered as a surrogate marker for risk of cardiovascular disease.

In high-resolution US images, the cardiologist can manually trace the near and far-wall borders of the CCA/ICA using calipers.[@bib0085] Manual tracing of the near and far wall borders are tedious, prone to errors and have large intra- and inter-observer variability.[@bib0090] Recent innovations[@bib0095], [@bib0100], [@bib0105], [@bib0110], [@bib0115] have enabled us to automate the LD computations. Previous automated LD measurement systems[@bib0120], [@bib0125], [@bib0130], [@bib0135], [@bib0140], [@bib0145], [@bib0150] lack an "anytime-anywhere" solution and telemedicine-based model.[@bib0155] A detailed literature survey is presented in the Discussion section. Recently, Suri and his team had proposed a completely automated cloud-based system for cIMT[@bib0030] and LD[@bib0160] computation. The proposed AtheroCloud system,[@bib0160] can automatically compute LD, stenosis severity index (SSI) and total lumen area (TLA) measurement using B-mode ultrasound. This was the first system in an automatic web-based framework but lacked intra- and inter-operator reproducibility and variability analysis. This puts a restraint on the reliability of these automated LD measurement systems. These issues motivate us to demonstrate the intra- and inter-operator reproducibility for an accurate and reliable tool which can perform automated delineation of the near and far-wall borders of the CCA/ICA to measure LD in the ultrasound images. The current study is the first of its kind and is based on the hypothesis that even a novice operator can yield high intra- and inter-operator reproducibility for automated LD measurement in a cloud-based setting. Workflow of the current study is shown in [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 2(a) -- Workflow of AtheroCloud and its components. The tower represents server in the cloud. The arrows represent the bi-directional flow of information (Courtesy of AtheroPointÔ, Roseville, CA, USA).Fig. 2

Carotid stenosis is an early indicator for CAD.[@bib0165] LD is generally used to predict the stenosis severity. Recently, Polak[@bib0050], [@bib0055], [@bib0170] link LD with the stroke events. Previous studies also correlate LD to cardiac events,[@bib0175] age,[@bib0180] and to other risk factors like hypertension, LV mass, systolic blood pressure, gender, smoking, and hyperlipidemia.[@bib0160], [@bib0185] This clearly proves LD to be a reliable imaging biomarker in the prediction of CAD and myocardial infarction.

2. Data acquisition and preparation {#sec0010}
===================================

2.1. Patient selection {#sec0015}
----------------------

Two hundred and four patients from July 2009 to December 2010 underwent B-mode carotid US scans. For both left and right CCA artery, a total of 407 US scans (one patient had one image missing) were obtained and retrospectively analyzed. The study was IRB approved and written informed consent was taken from the patients. Due to lack of funding, the dataset used in this study contains a random set of 100 patients (200 CCA ultrasound scans).

2.2. Ultrasound data acquisition {#sec0020}
--------------------------------

Carotid ultrasonographic examinations for all the patients were performed using ultrasound scanner (Aplio XV, Aplio XG, Xario) equipped with 7.5 MHz linear array transducer. The average resolution factor for carotid US scans was 0.0529 mm/pixel. Same skilled sonographer, having an experience of 15 years scanned all the patients following American Society of Echocardiography (ASE) guidelines.

2.3. Patient demographics and far wall characteristics {#sec0025}
------------------------------------------------------

The study sample contains 100 patients (73 M/27F); mean age 68 ± 11; ranging from 29 to 88 years, 50 patients had proximal lesion location, 29 at middle and 21 at a distal location. These 100 patients had a mean HbA1c, LDL, HDL and total cholesterol as: 6.40 ± 1.2 (mg/dl), 103.96 ± 31.34 (mg/dl), 51.17 ± 14.04 (mg/dl) and 179.60 ± 38.61 (mg/dl), respectively. Forty-two from the pool of one hundred were smokers.

3. Methodology {#sec0030}
==============

3.1. AtheroCloud software for LD computation {#sec0035}
--------------------------------------------

A sample view of AtheroCloud software is shown in [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}. Average LD was measured in this study since it is the most effective biomarker for estimating the plaque burden.[@bib0035] The AtheroCloud software computes average LD based on the bi-directional polyline distance method (PDM).[@bib0190], [@bib0195] PDM is the shortest distance from one point to another and it is better than the Euclidian distance. Before performing LD computation, we first ensure that the carotid near and far wall borders computed by AtheroCloud matches with the near and far wall borders computed by the manual experts. To achieve these requirements, we perform the following series of steps: (i) B-spline smoothing; (ii) assuring that near and far wall borders of both AtheroCloud and manual reading to have a common support. Common support guarantee same start and end coordinated hence ensuring the same length; and (iii) performing interpolation which ensures 100 equidistant interpolated points in both AtheroCloud and manual near and far wall borders. Steps performed to match the borders are similar to a recent study carried out by Suri and his team.[@bib0030], [@bib0160]Fig. 3Routine trial mode automated tracings (red) of the carotid LD region showing lumen-intima (LI) interface for the near wall and far wall using AtheroCloud software (courtesy of AtheroPointÔ, Roseville, CA, USA). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 3

3.2. Intra-and inter-operator reproducibility analysis {#sec0040}
------------------------------------------------------

Three different operators, one novice (Auto 1) and two experienced (Auto 2 and Auto 3) examined the database and measured the LD by using the AtheroCloud software. Every patient was analyzed three times by each operator. Each operator revisited in a gap of one month and the same analysis was repeated. While performing the analysis, the operators were blinded to each other. Similarly, while reanalyzing (performing the second and third measurements) the operators were blinded to their previous results. Intra-operator reproducibility was analyzed by using the individual analysis by each operator and inter-operator reproducibility was analyzed by comparing the analysis of both the operators. Note that ultrasound acquisition did not undergo any kind of special variations such as gain control or dynamic range.

3.3. Intra-and inter-observer variability analysis {#sec0045}
--------------------------------------------------

Two different experienced observers (Manual 1, and Manual 2) performed the freehand manual measurements for intra- and inter-observer variability. Both the two observers use a commercially available software system -- ImgTracer[@bib0030], [@bib0200], [@bib0205] to manually trace the lumen-intima (LI) borders for the near and far wall of carotid arteries. A sample view of ImgTracer is shown in [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}. Both the observers analyzed the database two times. While performing the analysis, the observers were blinded to each other. Similarly, while reanalyzing (performing the second measurement) the observers were blinded to their previous results. Intra-observer reproducibility was analyzed by using the individual analysis by each observer and inter-observer reproducibility was analyzed by comparing the analysis of both the observer.Fig. 4(color image) -- Manual tracings (red) of the carotid LD region showing lumen-intima (LI) interface for the near wall and far wall using ImgTracer software (Courtesy of AtheroPointÔ, Roseville, CA, USA). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 4

3.4. Statistical analysis {#sec0050}
-------------------------

Three kinds of statistical tests (two-tailed z-test, Mann-Whitney test, and Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test) were performed using MedCalc 16.8.4 statistical software (Osteen Belgium). Two-tailed z-test and Mann-Whitney test compute the statistical significance for both (a) reproducibility and (b) variability analysis. Similarly, KS test evaluates the normality of the distribution of automated and manual readings. All the three tests were applied between three operators (Auto 1, Auto 2 and Auto 3) and two observers (Manual 1, and Manual 2). A level of 5% statistical significance was used throughout the study.

4. Results {#sec0055}
==========

4.1. Intra- and inter-operator reproducibility of cloud-based automated system {#sec0060}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Intra- and inter-operator reproducibility of the LD computed between all the three automated reading pairs by three operators is shown in [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}. Our observation clearly shows the high mean correlation coefficient (CC) (close to 1.0) for intra- and inter-operator reproducibility between all the three automated reading pairs, demonstrating high statistical significance. [Fig. A1](#fig0065){ref-type="fig"} shows the regression plots for (a) intra-operator reproducibility and [Fig. A2](#fig0070){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. A3](#fig0075){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. A4](#fig0080){ref-type="fig"} shows the regression plots for (b) inter-operator reproducibility of LD measurements using AtheroCloud software (see [Appendix A1](#sec0140){ref-type="sec"}). This proves our hypothesis that even a novice operator can yield high reproducibility when computing automated LD readings.Table 1Correlation Coefficient (CC) for reproducibility and variability of the automated system.Table 1CombinationsCorrelation CoefficientReproducibility (Intra-Operator)Auto 1a versus Auto 1bCC = 0.9973 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 1b versus Auto 1cCC = 0.9973 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 1a versus Auto 1cCC = 0.9973 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 2a versus Auto 2bCC = 0.9929 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 2b versus Auto 2cCC = 0.9923 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 2a versus Auto 2cCC = 0.9940 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 3a versus Auto 3bCC = 0.9927 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 3b versus Auto 3cCC = 0.9941 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 3a versus Auto 3cCC = 0.9900 (P \< 0.0001)Reproducibility (Inter-Operator)Auto 1a versus Auto 2aCC = 0.9522 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 1a versus Auto 2bCC = 0.9572(P \< 0.0001)Auto 1a versus Auto 2cCC = 0.9512 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 1b versus Auto 2aCC = 0.9525 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 1b versus Auto 2bCC = 0.9580 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 1b versus Auto 2cCC = 0.9522 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 1c versus Auto 2aCC = 0.9525 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 1c versus Auto 2bCC = 0.9580 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 1c versus Auto 2cCC = 0.9522 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 1a versus Auto 3aCC = 0.9640 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 1a versus Auto 3bCC = 0.9687 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 1a versus Auto 3cCC = 0.9684 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 1b versus Auto 3aCC = 0.9647 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 1b versus Auto 3bCC = 0.9694 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 1b versus Auto 3cCC = 0.9691 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 1c versus Auto 3aCC = 0.9647 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 1c versus Auto 3bCC = 0.9694 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 1c versus Auto 3cCC = 0.9691 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 2a versus Auto 3aCC = 0.9834 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 2a versus Auto 3bCC = 0.9844 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 2a versus Auto 3cCC = 0.9845 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 2b versus Auto 3aCC = 0.9830 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 2b versus Auto 3bCC = 0.9873 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 2b versus Auto 3cCC = 0.9835 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 2c versus Auto 3aCC = 0.9797 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 2c versus Auto 3bCC = 0.9835 (P \< 0.0001)Auto 2c versus Auto 3cCC = 0.9847 (P \< 0.0001)Variability (Intra-Operator)Manual 1a versus Manual 1bCC = 0.9688 (P \< 0.0001)Manual 2a versus Manual 2bCC = 0.9927 (P \< 0.0001)Variability (Inter-Operator)Manual 1a versus Manual 2aCC = 0.9888 (P \< 0.0001)Manual 1a versus Manual 2bCC = 0.9911 (P \< 0.0001)Manual 1b versus Manual 2aCC = 0.9693 (P \< 0.0001)Manual 1b versus Manual 2bCC = 0.9732 (P \< 0.0001)

4.2. Intra- and inter-observer variability for validation of cloud-based automated system {#sec0065}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Intra- and inter-observer variability of the LD computed between both the manual reading pairs by the two observers is shown in [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}. Our observation clearly shows the high mean correlation coefficient (CC) (close to 1.0) for intra- and inter-observer variability between both the two manual reading pairs. The corresponding regression plots for intra- and inter-observer variability are shown in [Fig. A5](#fig0085){ref-type="fig"} ([Appendix A1](#sec0140){ref-type="sec"}), respectively. Strong correlations for intra- and inter-observer variability guarantee the reliability of the proposed automated system.

5. Performance evaluation {#sec0070}
=========================

In the current study, performance evaluation of the AtheroCloud system was evaluated using four different strategies: (1) computing- deviation and error between the automated and manual readings using mean absolute difference (MAD) and mean absolute error (MAE), respectively; (2) computing closeness between the automated and manual readings using: (a) Precision-of-Merit (PoM) and (b) Figure-of-Merit (FoM). PoM demonstrates the closeness between each sample of manual and auto readings, whereas, FoM (also known as Mean central difference) demonstrate the closeness between the mean of manual readings against the mean of auto readings; (3) comparing the performance based on Bland-Altman plots; (4) comparing the diagnostic performance using receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves.

5.1. Performance evaluation based on computing deviation and error: MAD and MAE analysis {#sec0075}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MAD and MAE are mathematically expressed as shown in Eqs. (B3) and (B4) in [Appendix B1](#sec0145){ref-type="sec"}. Results of MAD and MAE are shown in [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}. It was observed that average of all the auto combinations for MAD (0.34 ± 0.40 mm) and MAE (5.73 ± 7.14%) are lowest for Manual 2a.Table 2Results of MAD, MAE, PoM, FoM, and AUC for Auto and Manual LD readings.Table 2Mean Absolute Difference (MAD)Manual 1aManual 1bManual 2aManual 2bAverage of ManualsAuto 1a0.08 ± 0.060.07 ± 0.060.06 ± 0.050.06 ± 0.050.06 ± 0.05Auto 1b0.09 ± 0.060.07 ± 0.060.06 ± 0.050.06 ± 0.050.06 ± 0.05Auto 1c0.09 ± 0.060.07 ± 0.060.06 ± 0.050.06 ± 0.050.06 ± 0.05Auto 2a0.07 ± 0.060.05 ± 0.040.05 ± 0.040.05 ± 0.040.04 ± 0.04Auto 2b0.07 ± 0.050.05 ± 0.040.04 ± 0.040.05 ± 0.040.04 ± 0.03Auto 2c0.07 ± 0.050.05 ± 0.040.04 ± 0.040.05 ± 0.040.04 ± 0.03Average of Autos0.07 ± 0.050.05 ± 0.040.04 ± 0.040.05 ± 0.040.04 ± 0.03Mean Absolute Error (MAE)Auto 1a9.59 ± 6.868.01 ± 6.716.72 ± 6.266.81 ± 6.306.56 ± 5.82Auto 1b9.65 ± 6.918.05 ± 6.806.74 ± 6.286.89 ± 6.326.63 ± 5.88Auto 1c9.65 ± 6.928.04 ± 6.886.77 ± 6.356.96 ± 6.356.65 ± 5.95Auto 2a8.08 ± 6.685.79 ± 4.805.62 ± 5.065.81 ± 4.754.71 ± 4.25Auto 2b7.79 ± 6.395.43 ± 4.055.44 ± 4.605.56 ± 4.384.29 ± 3.71Auto 2c7.79 ± 6.385.43 ± 4.045.44 ± 4.595.56 ± 4.374.29 ± 3.70Average of Autos8.24 ± 6.166.22 ± 4.935.42 ± 4.675.60 ± 4.564.96 ± 3.86Mean Precision-of-Merit (PoM)Auto 1a90.44 ± 6.8691.99 ± 6.7193.28 ± 6.2693.19 ± 6.3093.44 ± 5.82Auto 1b90.35 ± 6.9191.95 ± 6.8093.26 ± 6.2893.11 ± 6.3293.37 ± 5.88Auto 1c90.35 ± 6.9291.96 ± 6.8893.23 ± 6.3593.04 ± 6.3593.35 ± 5.95Auto 2a91.92 ± 6.6894.21 ± 4.8094.38 ± 5.0694.19 ± 4.7595.29 ± 4.25Auto 2b92.21 ± 6.3994.57 ± 4.0594.56 ± 4.6094.44 ± 4.3895.71 ± 3.71Auto 2c92.20 ± 6.3894.56 ± 4.0494.55 ± 4.5994.43 ± 4.3795.70 ± 3.70Average of Autos91.76 ± 6.1693.78 ± 4.9394.58 ± 4.6794.40 ± 4.5695.04 ± 3.86Mean Central Difference/Mean Figure-of-Merit (FoM)Auto 1a95.4395.8099.4599.5497.52Auto 1b95.2995.6699.3099.3997.37Auto 1c95.2995.6699.3199.3997.38Auto 2a98.1898.5697.6897.6099.67Auto 2b98.5498.9397.3097.2299.30Auto 2c98.5398.9297.2997.2199.29Average of Autos96.8897.2699.0498.9599.00Area Under the Curve (AUC)Auto 1a0.9560.9680.9690.964NAAuto 1b0.9560.9680.9720.965NAAuto 1c0.9550.9670.9710.964NAAuto 2a0.9670.9840.9810.979NAAuto 2b0.9700.9880.9800.987NAAuto 2c0.9700.9880.9800.987NAAverage0.9620.9770.9760.974NASD0.010.010.010.01NA

5.2. Performance evaluation based on computing closeness: PoM and FoM analysis {#sec0080}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PoM and FoM are mathematically expressed as shown in Eqs. (B5) and (B8) in [Appendix B1](#sec0145){ref-type="sec"}. Results of PoM and FoM are shown in [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}. It was observed that average of all the auto combinations for PoM (94.27 ± 7.14%) and FoM (98.94%) are highest for Manual 2a.

5.3. Performance evaluation based on bland-Altmanplots {#sec0085}
------------------------------------------------------

Bland-Altman plot indicates the bias or average difference between the two readings. [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"} shows the Bland-Altman plots for (a) intra-operator reproducibility and [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"} shows the Bland-Altman plots for (b) inter-operator reproducibility of LD measurements using the AtheroCloud software. Similarly, Bland-Altman plots for (c) intra-observer variability and (d) inter-observer variability of LD measurements using ImgTracer software are shown in [Fig. 9](#fig0045){ref-type="fig"}. Results show a high degree of agreement between the computed LD readings.Fig. 5The Bland-Altman plot for intra-operator reproducibility. Figure a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8 and a9 shows Bland-Altman plot between (Auto 1a-Auto 1b), (Auto 1b-Auto 1c), (Auto 1a-Auto 1c), (Auto 2a-Auto 2b), (Auto 2b-Auto 2c), (Auto 2a-Auto 2c), (Auto 3a-Auto 3b), (Auto 3b-Auto 3c), and (Auto 3a-Auto 3c) of LD measurements using AtheroCloud software.Fig. 5Fig. 6The Bland-Altman plot for inter-operator reproducibility. Figure a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8 and a9 shows Bland-Altman plot between (Auto 1a-Auto 2a), (Auto 1a-Auto 2b), (Auto 1a-Auto 2c), (Auto 1b-Auto 2a), (Auto 1b-Auto 2b), (Auto 1b-Auto 2c), (Auto 1c-Auto 2a), (Auto 1c-Auto 2b), and (Auto 1c-Auto 2c) of LD measurements using AtheroCloud software.Fig. 6Fig. 7The Bland-Altman plot for inter-operator reproducibility. Figure a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8 and a9 shows Bland-Altman plot between (Auto 1a-Auto 3a), (Auto 1a-Auto 3b), (Auto 1a-Auto 3c), (Auto 1b-Auto 3a), (Auto 1b-Auto 3b), (Auto 1b-Auto 3c), (Auto 1c-Auto 3a), (Auto 1c-Auto 3b), and (Auto 1c-Auto 3c) of LD measurements using AtheroCloud software.Fig. 7Fig. 8The Bland-Altman plot for inter-operator reproducibility. Figure a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8 and a9 shows Bland-Altman plot between (Auto 2a-Auto 3a), (Auto 2a-Auto 3b), (Auto 2a-Auto 3c), (Auto 2b-Auto 3a), (Auto 2b-Auto 3b), (Auto 2b-Auto 3c), (Auto 2c-Auto 3a), (Auto 2c-Auto 3b), and (Auto 2c-Auto 3c) of LD measurements using AtheroCloud software.Fig. 8Fig. 9The Bland-Altman plot for intra- and inter-observer variability. Figure a1, a2 shows Bland-Altman plot for intra-observer variability between (Manual 1a-Manual 1b), (Manual 2a- Manual 2b), and figure a3, a4, a5, and a6 for inter-observer variability between (Manual 1a- Manual 2a), (Manual 1a- Manual 2b), (Manual 1b- Manual 2a), and (Manual 1b- Manual 2b) of LD measurements using AtheroCloud software.Fig. 9

5.4. Performance evaluation based on receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves {#sec0090}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The (ROC) analysis was performed on auto against the manual measurements. Since three operators underwent the LD readings three times, there are three sets of the operators' combinations: (Auto 1a, 1b, 1c), (Auto 2a, 2b, 2c), and (Auto 3a, 3b, 3c). There are four manual readings, taken from two manual observers who perform LI borders tracings for the near and far wall of carotid arteries two times (Manual 1a, 1b, 2a, 2b). Comparison of the ROC's of three auto readings: (Auto 1a, 1b, 1c), (Auto 2a, 2b, 2c), and (Auto 3a, 3b, 3c), taking four different manual readings (Manual 1a, 1b, 2a, 2b) as ground truth are shown in [Fig. 10](#fig0050){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 11](#fig0055){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 12](#fig0060){ref-type="fig"}, respectively.Fig. 10Comparative receiver operating characteristic curves for three auto readings (Auto 1a, Auto 1b, and Auto 1c) by operator 1, taking Manual 1a, Manual 1b, Manual 2a, and Manual 2b as ground truth are shown in figures a1, a2, a3, and a4, respectively.Fig. 10Fig. 11Comparative receiver operating characteristic curves for three auto readings (Auto 2a, Auto 2b, and Auto 2c) by operator 1, taking Manual 1a, Manual 1b, Manual 2a, and Manual 2b as ground truth are shown in figures a1, a2, a3, and a4, respectively.Fig. 11Fig. 12Comparative receiver operating characteristic curves for three auto readings (Auto 3a, Auto 3b, and Auto 3c) by operator 1, taking Manual 1a, Manual 1b, Manual 2a, and Manual 2b as ground truth are shown in figures a1, a2, a3, and a4, respectively.Fig. 12

For this study, 6 mm LD risk threshold was empirically selected. All the borders whose LD is greater than 6 mm are low-risk (non-diseased), while borders whose LD is less than 6 mm are high-risk (diseased). [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"} shows the area under the curve (AUC) for all the auto combinations. It was observed that the highest mean AUC (=0.937) for all the possible combination was obtained while taking Manual 2a as the ground truth. We detected a high AUC for all the possible combinations.

5.5. Statistical tests {#sec0095}
----------------------

For measuring reliability and stability of the system, we have performed three statistical tests (z-test, Mann-Whitney, and Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test). [Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"} shows the result of the three statistical tests. The negative z-value indicates that raw result is below the mean. For all the paired samples, P-values were greater than 5% hence they passed the Mann-Whitney test. The normal distribution for the entire auto and manual readings were greater than 5% thus they passed the KS test.Table 3Statistical tests for reproducibility of the automated system.Table 3CombinationsTwo-tailed z-TestMann-Whitney TestzP-valueP-valueReproducibility (Intra-Operator)Auto 1a versus Auto 1b0.0604\<0.95180.9393Auto 1b versus Auto 1c0.0046\<0.99630.9931Auto 1a versus Auto 1c0.0558\<0.95550.9465Auto 2a versus Auto 2b0.1493\<0.88130.8920Auto 2b versus Auto 2c0.0422\<0.96640.9921Auto 2a versus Auto 2c0.1076\<0.91440.9105Reproducibility (Inter-Operator)Auto 1a versus Auto 2a1.1220\<0.26190.2387Auto 1a versus Auto 2b1.2739\<0.20270.1878Auto 1a versus Auto 2c1.2345\<0.21700.1801Auto 1b versus Auto 2a1.1808\<0.23770.2146Auto 1b versus Auto 2b1.3327\<0.18260.1697Auto 1b versus Auto 2c1.2935\<0.19590.1659Auto 1c versus Auto 2a1.1765\<0.23940.2201Auto 1c versus Auto 2b1.3284\<0.18410.1709Auto 1c versus Auto 2c1.2891\<0.19740.1691Variability (Intra-Observer)Manual 1a versus Manual 1b0.2600\<0.79480.8106Manual 2a versus Manual 2b0.1220\<0.97310.9790Variability (Inter-Observer)Manual 1a versus Manual 2a1.6667\<0.09560.0871Manual 1a versus Manual 2b1.6995\<0.08920.0781Manual 1b versus Manual 2a1.5462\<0.04880.1081Manual 1b versus Manual 2b1.5800\<0.11410.1006

6. Discussion {#sec0100}
=============

6.1. Our system {#sec0105}
---------------

The objective of this study was to demonstrate the intra- and inter-operator reproducibility for cloud-based automated LD measurement system using novice operators. For validation of reproducibility analysis, we compare the automated readings against the expert reading via manual delineation of LI interfaces tracings for the near and far wall of carotid arteries. Further, we performed intra- and inter-observer variability analysis of the expert readings.

6.2. A special note on reproducibility {#sec0110}
--------------------------------------

There are many important factors which can affect the performance of the reproducibility study. These factors include operator's background and experience, image quality and format, the number of systems used, mode of performance, time of the day, lighting conditions, operator fatigue, internet speed, far and near wall tweaked along with region and extent of tweaking. All the above factors are summarized in [Table 4](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"}. For reproducibility tracings, all the operators used standardized software ImgTracer, which had been successfully used in many earlier studies on medical imaging.[@bib0200], [@bib0205], [@bib0210], [@bib0215], [@bib0220]Table 4List of factors affecting the performance of the reproducibility.Table 4FactorsAuto 1Auto 2Auto 3Operators BackgroundNoviceNeuroradiologicRadiologistExperience in UltrasoundNA5--7 years2 yearsImage QualityGoodGoodGoodImage FormatJPEGJPEGJPEGInternet Speed (Uploading/Downloading)65.42/37.60 Mbps26.53/16.68 Mbps70.53/40.68 MbpsNumber of Systems UsedOneOneOneLightning ConditionBrightNot brightBrightMode of PerformanceIn one strokeIn partsIn two partsTracing on WeekendNoYesSometimesTime of the DayAll dayEveningMorningOperator FatigueYesYesYesFar/Near WallFar wallFar wallNear wallRegion TweakedMore at peripheral endMore at peripheral endMore at peripheral endExtent of Tweaking50%50%20--30%Number of Points on the Carotid Artery25 points are enough25 points are enough25 points are enough

6.3. Review of methods reported in literature {#sec0115}
---------------------------------------------

Recent innovations have made it possible to automate the LD computation methods by using better image reconstruction tools. Stadler[@bib0120] et al in 1996 introduced a skew plane by locating the imaging plane rotated slightly off-axis of the brachial artery. The LD was then estimated from the leading edges of the echo zones. The technique required manual selection of the arterial wall edge on B-mode images by the operator, as a preliminary step and therefore is time-consuming for analysis of large numbers of studies in a longitudinal trial. Expert readers were also needed to perform the analysis. Beux [@bib0125] et al. in 2001, removed the limitation of manual selection of the arterial wall by proposing an automated pixel classification based tracking algorithm where the brachial artery diameter was evaluated by parabolic least-square approximation. The study was performed on 38 healthy patients and two different measurements were obtained on the same day to assess reproducibility of the procedure. Endothelium-dependent vasodilation using flow mediated dilation (FMD) method was evaluated on three parameters: (a) as percent increase in brachial artery diameter at 60 s after cuff release (FMD~60~), (b) as maximal increase (FMD~MAX~) and (c) as the integral of percent increase in brachial artery diameter during the 3 min after cuff release (FMD~AUC~). FMD~MAX~ was observed to be more reproducible (coefficient of variation 14%) than FMD~60~ and FMD~AUC~. In the same year, Newey and Nassiri[@bib0130] used Artificial Neural Network to identify and track the brachial artery walls. Back-propagation networks were trained to identify the artery anterior and posterior walls, respectively, by recognizing the edge of the brightest echo of the vessel wall. Two networks were trained to identify the artery walls using over 3200 examples from carotid artery images. The network correctly classified approximately 97% of the randomly selected samples. Above studies uses the data set from brachial arms.

A year later, Gutierrez[@bib0135] et al proposed an automatic approach to measure cIMT and LD using an active contour technique. A total of 180 images from 30 patients (3 images in diastole and 3 images in systole for each patient) were analyzed. Using the active contour technique, the vessel's border was determined automatically. Potter[@bib0140] et al in 2007 proposed a new DICOM-based software which uses an automated edge-detection algorithm to locate the carotid arterial wall interfaces within the user selected ROI. From the pool of 30 volunteers, eight subjects were normal healthy volunteers, seven had disordered lipid metabolism and fifteen subjects had a history of stroke or transient ischemic attack. The software counts the number of pixels in each vertical pixel column between the marked lines. The threshold for detecting the edges was calculated using a statistical clustering algorithm and LD and cIMT was computed using the ratio set during calibration. Cinthio[@bib0145] et al in 2010 proposed a method to measure the relative diameter changes of the common carotid artery by combining threshold detection and the equation of a straight line. The technique uses the maximum peak of the luminal-intimal echoes during measurement of the diameter change. The measurements were performed on 20 healthy normotensive volunteers and none of the subjects reported previous cardiopulmonary disease, diabetes or smoking. The study indicated that the reproducibility was sufficient for in vivo studies if the width of the ROI is 1.0 mm or wider. Sahani[@bib0150] et al in 2015 propose a novel method to fuse the information from (a) curve fitting error and (b) distension curve to arrive at an accurate measure of LD computation from a low axial-resolution ultrasound system such as ARTSENS in 85 human volunteers. The study was based on the fusion of information from more accurate distension waveforms with less reliable waveforms to obtain higher accuracy for LD estimation. To bring down the curve fitting time, the method performs autocorrelation of the echoes from opposite walls of the carotid artery

Recently, Suri and his team proposed a completely automated, novel, smart, cloud-based, point-of-care system (AtheroCloud) for cIMT[@bib0030] and LD[@bib0160] computation in the cloud-based setting. Both the studies[@bib0030], [@bib0160] uses the same database acquired from 100 diabetic patients (200 images) with mild stenosis overall. The system uses a combination of pixel classification and signal processing approach to determine the LD borders. Finally, LD borders are fed into the PDM system for LD computation. This was the first system of its kind that computes LD/SSI/TLA using carotid B-mode ultrasound in a web-based framework but lacked intra- and inter-operator reproducibility and variability testing. This study presents an automated and cloud-based LD measurements software system (AtheroCloud) and evaluates its: (i) intra/inter-operator reproducibility and (ii) intra/inter-observer variability.

6.4. Strength, weakness, and extension {#sec0120}
--------------------------------------

The proposed system is automated, accurate, stable, reliable and fast (≈ 4 s per frame) with excellent intra- and inter-operator reproducibility. Comprehensive statistical analyses demonstrate consistency and reliability of the system. Despite above features, there are few challenges and limitations. The current study focuses on carotid US images with mild stenosis consisting predominantly of male subjects. The processing speed of the proposed software completely relies on the internet speed. In future, we anticipate adding more patients and validating the software on both controlled/uncontrolled datasets. Even though we compute the CC of the entire population (100P), a reverse strategy can be adapted to estimate the population size based on the intra-class correlation. The comparison of evaluation can also be performed by varying the gap between the manual tracings. Further, the results can be validated against the histological results.

7. Conclusions {#sec0125}
==============

The LD computed by the AtheroCloud software demonstrates an outstanding intra- and inter-operator reproducibility. Statistical analysis exhibits accuracy, reliability, and stability of the system. The results of the pilot study clearly demonstrate that the system can be adapted to the clinical setting for clinical routine or multicenter pharmaceutical trial modes.
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Appendix A1. Regression Plots for intra-operator and inter-observer analysis {#sec0140}
============================================================================

Fig. A1The regression plot for intra-operator reproducibility. Figure a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8 and a9 shows regression plot between (Auto 1a-Auto 1b), (Auto 1b-Auto 1c), (Auto 1a-Auto 1c), (Auto 2a-Auto 2b), (Auto 2b-Auto 2c), (Auto 2a-Auto 2c), (Auto 3a-Auto 3b), (Auto 3b-Auto 3c), and (Auto 3a-Auto 3c) of LD measurements using AtheroCloud software.Fig. A1Fig. A2The regression plot for inter-operator reproducibility. Figure a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8 and a9 shows regression plot between (Auto 1a-Auto 2a), (Auto 1a-Auto 2b), (Auto 1a-Auto 2c), (Auto 1b-Auto 2a), (Auto 1b-Auto 2b), (Auto 1b-Auto 2c), (Auto 1c-Auto 2a), (Auto 1c-Auto 2b), and (Auto 1c-Auto 2c) of LD measurements using AtheroCloud software.Fig. A2Fig. A3The regression plot for inter-operator reproducibility. Figure a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8 and a9 shows regression plot between (Auto 1a-Auto 3a), (Auto 1a-Auto 3b), (Auto 1a-Auto 3c), (Auto 1b-Auto 3a), (Auto 1b-Auto 3b), (Auto 1b-Auto 3c), (Auto 1c-Auto 3a), (Auto 1c-Auto 3b), and (Auto 1c-Auto 3c) of LD measurements using AtheroCloud software.Fig. A3Fig. A4The regression plot for inter-operator reproducibility. Figure a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8 and a9 shows regression plot between (Auto 2a-Auto 3a), (Auto 2a-Auto 3b), (Auto 2a-Auto 3c), (Auto 2b-Auto 3a), (Auto 2b-Auto 3b), (Auto 2b-Auto 3c), (Auto 2c-Auto 3a), (Auto 2c-Auto 3b), and (Auto 2c-Auto 3c) of LD measurements using AtheroCloud software.Fig. A4Fig. A5The regression plot for intra- and inter-observer variability. Figure a1, a2 shows regression plot for intra-observer variability between (Manual 1a-Manual 1b), (Manual 2a- Manual 2b), and figure a3, a4, a5, and a6 for inter-observer variability between (Manual 1a- Manual 2a), (Manual 1a- Manual 2b), (Manual 1b- Manual 2a), and (Manual 1b- Manual 2b) of LD measurements using AtheroCloud software.Fig. A5

Appendix B1. MAD, MAE, PoM and FoM computation {#sec0145}
==============================================

This section presents a brief derivation for computation of *MAD, MAE, PoM* and *FoM* computation for AtheroCloud LD measurements.

Given the $LI_{Auto}^{far}$ and $MA_{Auto}^{near}$are the interfaces computed using AtheroCloud automated method, we compute AtheroCloud LD using the polyline distance method and is given as:$$LD_{Auto} = PDM\left( {LI_{Auto}^{far},MA_{Auto}^{near}} \right)$$

Similarly, using the definition of PDM, we can compute the LD measurements using manual tracings, given as:.$$LD_{Manual} = PDM\left( {LI_{Manual}^{far},MA_{Manual}^{near}} \right)$$

If a database of *N* images is considered, then the overall system's performance can be computed using Mean absolute difference (*MAD*), Mean absolute error (*MAE*), Precision-of-Merit (*PoM*) and Figure-of-Merit (*FoM*) in percentage as:.

\(i\) Mean absolute difference (*MAD*)$$MAD = \frac{1}{N}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}\left| {LD_{Auto} - LD_{Manual}} \right|$$

\(ii\) Mean absolute error (*MAE*)$$MAE = \frac{1}{N}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}\left( \frac{\left| {LD_{Auto} - LD_{Manual}} \right|}{LD_{Manual}} \right)*100$$

\(iii\) Precision-of-Merit (*PoM*)$$PoM = \frac{1}{N}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}100 - \left\lbrack {\left( \frac{\left| {LD_{Auto} - LD_{Manual}} \right|}{LD_{Manual}} \right)*100} \right\rbrack$$

\(iv\) Figure-of-Merit (*FoM*)

Let $LD_{Auto_{i}}$ be the LD value automatically computed by the proposed AtheroCloudÔ system on the i^th^ image of the database of N images. Now the overall mean AtheroCloudÔ LD can be computed as:$${\overline{LD}}_{Auto} = \frac{1}{N}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{N}LD_{Auto_{i}}$$

Correspondingly, if $LD_{Manual_{i}}$ is the LD value computed from the traced manual measurements on the i^th^ image of the database of *N* images. Then, the overall mean manual LD can be computed as:.$${\overline{LD}}_{Manual} = \frac{1}{N}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{N}LD_{Manual_{i}}$$

The system's performance can finally be computed using Figure-of-Merit (FoM) in percentage as:.$$FoM = 100 - \left\lbrack {\left( \frac{\left| {{\overline{LD}}_{Auto} - {\overline{LD}}_{Manual}} \right|}{{\overline{LD}}_{Manual}} \right)*100} \right\rbrack$$
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